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Following her white-hot debut novel, Tropical Getaway, Roxanne St. Claire captures the passion and
intrigue of France in a dazzling romantic suspense adventure.
Janine Coulter has just gotten her big chance to prove herself, managing a prestigious exhibit at the Palace of
Versailles -- and Luc Tremont, the security specialist, is clearly trouble. He's making decisions without her,
under-cutting her authority. He's also too smooth, too virile, too dangerously handsome, too...well...French!
And Janine has the uneasy suspicion he's not all that he seems.
Luc resolutely ignores the powerful sizzle of attraction he feels when he meets Janine -- the quintessential
California girl with her blond hair, blue eyes, and legs that seem to go on forever. But when thieves steal
priceless treasures from the exhibit, and Luc and Janine give chase across the lush Burgundy countryside,
their forced intimacy ignites the passion both have tried to ignore. Luc wonders what will happen when
Janine learns his true identity -- but with dangerous men pursuing them, they may not live to find out....
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From reader reviews:

Louise Best:

A lot of people always spent all their free time to vacation or maybe go to the outside with them family or
their friend. Do you know? Many a lot of people spent they will free time just watching TV, as well as
playing video games all day long. If you need to try to find a new activity that's look different you can read
some sort of book. It is really fun in your case. If you enjoy the book that you read you can spent the whole
day to reading a guide. The book French Twist it is very good to read. There are a lot of individuals who
recommended this book. We were holding enjoying reading this book. In case you did not have enough
space to deliver this book you can buy the actual e-book. You can m0ore quickly to read this book from your
smart phone. The price is not too costly but this book provides high quality.

Lisa Bentley:

Are you kind of occupied person, only have 10 as well as 15 minute in your day to upgrading your mind
talent or thinking skill even analytical thinking? Then you have problem with the book when compared with
can satisfy your limited time to read it because this time you only find book that need more time to be study.
French Twist can be your answer because it can be read by a person who have those short spare time
problems.

Brandy Brobst:

Don't be worry should you be afraid that this book will probably filled the space in your house, you will get
it in e-book technique, more simple and reachable. This particular French Twist can give you a lot of buddies
because by you checking out this one book you have issue that they don't and make an individual more like
an interesting person. This book can be one of one step for you to get success. This reserve offer you
information that possibly your friend doesn't recognize, by knowing more than various other make you to be
great men and women. So , why hesitate? We should have French Twist.

Kyle Reese:

Reserve is one of source of understanding. We can add our knowledge from it. Not only for students but in
addition native or citizen need book to know the up-date information of year for you to year. As we know
those books have many advantages. Beside many of us add our knowledge, also can bring us to around the
world. From the book French Twist we can have more advantage. Don't you to be creative people? To
become creative person must choose to read a book. Only choose the best book that suitable with your aim.
Don't possibly be doubt to change your life by this book French Twist. You can more attractive than now.
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